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ON THE INTERSECTION OF REGRESSIVE SETS

J. BARBACK AND T. G. MCLAUGHLIN

Let A and B be regressive isols and let a e A and β e B.
Let Y be the isol containing the set aΓ\β. We study some
basic features of the isol Y, and features of Y in the special
case the sum A+B is regressive. We also show that there
is a large variety of regressive isols A and B for which
the values of Y that are associated, in the above way, are
all finite.

l Introduction* The results presented in this paper developed
from an interest in sets that are the intersection of two regressive
sets, and in the isols that contain such sets. (We shall agree that
finite sets are both regressive and retraceable.) The following results
are known: the intersection of two retraceable sets is retraceable
(this is implicit in [7]), but the intersection of a cosimple retraceable
set and a cosimple regressive set need not be regressive [1], On
the other hand ([2]) the intersection of any two regressive sets
must, if infinite, have an infinite regressive subset. Several of
the facts that are developed here were motivated by the following
result from [5], which we state in terms of isols:

THEOREM (Dekker). Let A be a regressive isol and let a, β e A.
Then aΓ\ β is a regressive set.

We shall prove one generalization of the above theorem. A
part of our result gives the following: if a and β are regressive
sets that belong to isols whose sum is regressive, then a Π β is
also a regressive set.

For regressive isols A and B, let AπB denote the collection of
all isols that contain a set which is the intersection of a set in A
with a set in B. Various properties of the collection Af]B are
derived in the paper. One, in particular, is the following: given
any cosimple regressive isol A, there exists an infinite regressive
isol B such that all isols in A Π B are finite.

We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic
notions in the theory of isols and in the theory of regressive isols.
Certain special notions, like T-retraceability, are important in the
paper, and these will be defined in the sequel. If a is an isolated
set then [a] will denote the isol to which a belongs. We recall
that sets a and β are recursively equivalent if there exists a one-
to-one partial recursive function / defined on a and with f(a) — β.
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We write ω for the set (0, 1, 2, •••)• If / is a partial function
from a subset of ω (or a subset of ω2) into ω, then δf will denote
the domain of /.

We let j(x, y) denote the familiar recursive pairing function
x + l/2(α + y)(x + y + 1) that maps ω2 one-to-one and onto ω. The
degree of unsolvability of a regressive isol is defined as the Turing
degree of any retraceable set belonging to it. If A is a regressive
isol then AA will denote its degree of unsolvability. The notion of
degree of unsolvability for a regressive isol is introduced in [6].
Among the results proved in [6] is the following: if two infinite
regressive isols have a sum that is regressive, then their respective
degrees are equal.

2* Intersections of regressive sets* Let A and B denote arbit-
rary regressive isols. We set

A Π B = ([a Π β] \a e A and β e B) .

If either A or B is finite, then it is easy to see that A (Ί B is also
finite. In this case, if r = minimum (A, B), then A Π B = (0, , r).
If Y is an isol with Y <Ξ A and Y <̂  B, then Y is regressive. For
such a 3Γ one can readily show YeAπB. Thus, if both A and B
are infinite, then every finite r will belong to Af lδ, and in this
case one therefore has:

ω S A Π B.

It will follow from the second and third theorems given below
that there exists a variety of pairs A, B of infinite regressive isols
for which AΓ\B = ω. Moreover, it will be seen that one may
choose such pairs of regressive isols to be cosimple and to have a
regressive sum.

THEOREM 1. Let A and B be regressive isols with A + B
regressive. Let Ye A Γ\ B. Then

1. Y - U + V with U £ A and V ^ B,
2. Y ^ A + B, and
3. Y is regressive.

Proof. It is clear that statement 1 implies statement 2. Also,
since any predecessor of a regressive isol is also regressive, state-
ment 2 implies statement 3. We therefore need only verify state-
ment 1. This statement is clear if Y is a finite isol. Let us assume,
therefore, that Y is an infinite isol. Let Y = [a Π β] with a e A
and β e B. Then both a and β are infinite regressive sets. Select
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separated sets a' eA and βf e B. Then a! U β' is a set in A + 5
and is therefore regressive; we let cn be a regressive function that
ranges over a! U β'. As both α and a' belong to A, they are recur-
sively equivalent, and, similarly, β and βf are recursively equivalent.
Let φ0 and φγ be one-to-one partial recursive functions with aQδφ09

φo(a) = α', βQδφίf and ^(/3) - £'.
Define:

<5 = (aeaΓi β\<po(a) = cβ, ^(α) = c* and s > t) ,

X = (aea Π β\φo(a) = cβ> ^(α) = ct and s < ί) .

It is easy to see that the sets δ and λ are separated, and that
their union is a Π β. In addition, we have,

(a) δ is a separated subset of α, and
(b) λ is a separated subset of β.

We shall verify only statement (a), for a similar argument may be
given to verify (b). (Note that statement (a) implies [δ] <̂  A, and
statement (b) implies [λ] :g B.) To verify (a), assume uea. We
first compute the value of φQ(u)ea'. Assume φo(u) = c8. Since cn

is a regressive function, we can compute each of the values in the
sequence c0, •• ,cβ. Some of these numbers may belong to the set
β'. We let

μ = Oo, •• , c . ) n £ '

Since each of the numbers cz belongs to the set a' U β', and since
a' and βf are separated sets, it follows that we can effectively find
all of the members of μ. It now remains only to observe that
ueδ iff ueφϊ\μ), and the desired separability of the sets δ and
a — δ follows. This completes the proof of statement (a).

Let U = [δ] and V = [λ]. Then U ^ A and V ^ B, and, lastly,

Y=[aΠβ]

= [«Uλ]

= ϊ«] + [λ]

= U+ V.

We mention one corollary to Theorem 1; it concerns regressive
isols that are cosimple. We recall that a cosimple isol is one that
contains a cosimple set; it is known that not all sets belonging to
such an isol need be cosimple. We shall make use of the following
basic fact about sets with r.e. (recursively enumerable) complements
(The "Reduction Theorem")- if two co-r.e. sets are disjoint, then
they are separated.
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COROLLARY 1. Let A and B be cosimple regressive isols and
A + B be regressive. Let ae A and β eB with a and β cosimple
sets. Then

A + B = [a U β] + [a Π β] .

Proof. Let the sets δ and λ be defined, as in the proof of
Theorem 1, from the given sets a and β. Then δ is a separated
subset of a, and λ is a separated subset of β. Since a and β are
cosimple, it follows that a — δ and β — X are cosimple also. From
the proof of Theorem 1 it follows that a ΓΊ β = δ U λ and that δ
and λ are separated sets. But a U β = {a — δ) U (β — λ). Since
α — δ and β — X are cosimple and disjoint, they are separated.
Combining these facts gives the desired conclusion, as follows:

A + B = [a] + [β]

= ([a - δ] + [δ]) + (1/3 - λ] + [λ])

- ([α - δ] + [/3 - λ]) + ([§] + [λ])

= [(a - δ) U 08 - λ)] + [δ U λ]

= [^ u β] 4- [α n β].

A function £w from ω into &> is called T-retraceable if it is
retraceable and has the property: if φ is any partial recursive
function then φ(tn) < tn+1 holds for all except at most finitely many
values of n. A set is called T-retraceable if it is the range of a
Γ-retraceable function, and an isol is called T-retraceable if it con-
tains a Γ-retraceable set. The notion of T-retraceability has been
used frequently in the literature on regressive isols. From [4] or
[10], we know that there exist cosimple Γ-retraceable sets (and
therefore also cosimple Γ-retraceable isols). The following result is
Lemma 4 in [8].

LEMMA 1 (Ellentuck). Let τ be a T-retraceable set. If a, βQτ
are infinite recursively equivalent sets then a (Ί β Φ 0.

THEOREM 2. Let Y be a T-retraceable isol. Let Y = A + B
with both A and B infinite. Then A (Ί B = ω.

Proof. Note ω Q A Π B, since both A and B are infinite. To
show that A f] B contains only finite isols, assume D e A f] B. Let
D = [δ] with δ = an β,aeA and βeB. Let τ be a Γ-retraceable
set in Y. Since Y = A + B it follows that there will exist separat-
ed sets τQ and rx such that τ — τ0 U τ19 τ0 e A and τι e B. Thus, a
and τ0, and likewise β and τu are recursively equivalent. Let <p0

and φ1 be one-to-one partial recursive functions such that φo(a) — τ0
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and φx(β) — τlβ Then φ<β) and φt(δ) are disjoint subsets of τ, and,
in addition, it is readily seen that they are recursively equivalent.
It follows from Lemma 1 that each of these sets is finite. Hence
δ is a finite set and D is a finite isol.

REMARK. We note that every infinite regressive isol can be
written as the sum of two infinite summands. It follows, therefore,
from Theorem 2 that there exist infinite regressive isols A and B
that have a regressive sum and for which A n B = ω. Moreover,
we may choose such regressive isols A and B to be cosimple, since
there exist cosimple T-retraceable isols.

PROPOSITION 1. Let a and β be any two sets of numbers. Let
a Π φ(β) be a finite set, for every one-to-one partial recursive func-
tion φ. Then μ Π λ is a finite set, for every pair {μ9 λ) such that
μ is recursively equivalent to a and λ is recursively equivalent to β.

Proof. Assuming μ is recursively equivalent to a and λ is
recursively [equivalent to β, we have μ = φo(a) and λ = φλ(β) for
some one-to-one partial recursive functions φ0 and <px. Assume μ n
λ = δ. Then φo(fiή Π φx(β) = δ, with δ contained in the range of φ0.
This implies (since φ0 is one-to-one) that a Π φό^φ^β) = φό\δ). Since
9?o~Vi is one-to-one and partial recursive, it follows from our hypo-
thesis that φ^\d) is finite. Hence δ is also finite.

Since each isol A is the collection of all sets that are recursively
equivalent to any given member of A, we obtain the following
corollary from Proposition 1.

COROLLARY 2. Let A and B be regressive isols. Let a e A and
β e B such that a Π φ(β) is finite, for every one-to-one partial recur-
sive function φ. Then A Π B Q ω.

LEMMA 2. Let a be any set which contains a simple set in its
complement. Let φQ, β ,<p8 be any sequence of s + 1 one-to-one
partial recursive functions. Let λ be any infinite r.e. set. Then
there exists an infinite r.e. set μζZX such that φ^μ) Π cc is finite
for each i — 0, , s.

Proof. Let δ be a simple set contained in the complement of a.
Define a set λ0 in the following way: consider the set <po(λ0 Π #.

If this set is finite, let λ0 = λ. If this set is infinite, then the set
<po(λ) Π δ is also infinite. In this latter event, let λ0 = λ Γl φό\δ).
Then λ0 is an infinite r.e. subset of λ, and, φo(XQ) Π cc is finite (in
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fact, empty).
We may iterate the previous procedure, to obtain sets λs £ •

£ λ0 such that Xi9 for each i = 0, , s, is an infinite r.e. set and
(Pi(Xi) Π cc is finite. Then μ = λ8 has the desired properties.

We will introduce next some special terminology that is used
in our subsequent proof of Theorem 3. Let F(x) be a total function,
η a set, and merj. We will interpret the expression "F(m) = 1
stands alone in ΎJ" as meaning F{m) — 1 and m is the only number
in η whose F-value is 1. The expression "F(m) = 1 does not stand
alone in rj" we then interpret as meaning, either F(m) Φ 1 or else
there exists a value neη with n Φ m and F(n) — F(m) = 1. Also,
we set Q)+ = ω — (0).

THEOREM 3. Let A be an infinite regressive isol having the
following property: there is a set ae A such that a has a simple
set contained in its complement. Then there exists a regressive
isol B with the following properties: B is infinite, A -f B is not
regressive, and A Π B = ω.

Proof. Let δ be a retraceable set with δ e A, and let deg δ
denote the Turing degree of δ. Then, ΔA = deg δ.

We shall define a retraceable function 6n, whose range β will
have the following properties: (1) β is an isolated set, (2) β is not
Turing reducible to δ9 and (3) a f! <p(β) is finite, for all one-to-one
partial recursive functions φ. Let us assume such a set β can be
constructed, and let B — [β]. Then 2? satisfies the desired require-
ments of the theorem. Clearly, B will be an infinite regressive isol.
The sum A + B is not regressive, since the degrees ΔA == deg δ and
ΔB = deg/9 are unequal. Lastly, from Corollary 2 it follows that
A n £ = ω.

For use in the definition of bn9 let {<pt} be a listing of all one-
to-one partial recursive functions, and let {FJ be a listing of all
functions of one variable which are partial recursive in the charac-
teristic function of δ.

Define b0 in the following way: set λ = i(0, ω+), apply Lemma
2, and let μ £ λ be an infinite set with a Π φo(μ) finite. Set δ,
equal to the smallest number me μ such that φo(m) £ a and F0(m) =
1 does not stand alone in μ.

Assume the values 60, •••, bs have already been defined. Define
the value b8+1 in the following way: set λ' = j(s + 1, j(bs, o)+)).
Then λ' is an infinite r.e. set. Apply Lemma 2, and let μf Q λ' be
an infinite set such that aΓ\<Pi(μ') is finite for each i = 0, , s + 1.
Set δs+1 equal to the smallest number n e μ' such that,
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(a) ψi(ri) £ oc for each i — 0, , s + 1, and
(b) Fs+ι(n) = 1 does not stand alone in //.
This completes the definition of the function bn. It is easy to

see that bn is a retraceable function. Let β = (δ0, blf b2t •)• It
follows from our definition of β that if φ = φt is any one-to-one
partial recursive function, then a Π <p(/3) £ (δ0, , &i)> and> there-
fore, that α |Ί 9>(/8) is finite. Since an infinite retraceable set is
either recursive or isolated, it also follows, from the previous fact,
that β is an isolated set. This verifies properties (1) and (3). For
(2), assume deg/S ^ degδ. Then there would exist a total function
F, partial recursive in the characteristic function of d, such that
meβ<=*F(m) = 1. Assume F = Ft. Then, in particular, we know
that bt was defined so that F(bi) = 1 does not stand alone in j{i, ω).
Yet bi is the only member of β that belongs to j(i, ώ). The con-
tradiction which follows establishes (3), and thus completes the
proof of the theorem.

Since each infinite cosimple isol contains a cosimple set, the
following corollary is obtained directly from the previous theorem.

COROLLARY 3. Let A be an infinite cosimple regressive isol.
Then there exists a regressive isol B with the properties: B is
infinite, A + B is not regressive, and A Π B = ω.

3. Invariantly T-retraceable isols* A regressive isol is called
invariantly T-retraceable if it is infinite and every set belonging
to it is T-retraceable. Invariantly T-retraceable isols were intro-
duced and studied in [10]. It follows from (for example) an obser-
vation of Degtev in [4] that all cosimple invariantly T-retraceable
isols will have the same degree of unsolvability, namely 0ι. In
this section we prove the existence of a pair of invariantly T-
retraceable isols A and Bf having the following properties: A and
B are cosimple, A + B is not regressive, and A Π B = ω.

We shall use some properties of semirecursive sets. This
notion was introduced by Jockusch in [9], and it is defined in the
following manner: a set a is called semirecursive if there is a
recursive function φ(x, y), of two variables, such that for all num-
bers x and y we have ψ(x, y)s(x, y), and (xea or y ea)=>ψ(x, y)e
a. A recursive function ψ(x, y) related to the set a by these pro-
perties is called a selector function for a. It follows from [9,
Theorem 3.2] that if a set is both cosimple and regressive then it
is semirecursive. We shall use this fact in our subsequent proof
of Theorem 4, to establish the nonregressiveness of a particular
set constructed in that proof. We also use the following notation:
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if a is any set then a will denote its complement.

THEOREM 4. There exist cosίmple regressive isols A and B
with the following properties:

(1) A and B are invariantly T-retraceable,
( 2 ) A + B is nonregressive, and
(3) A n B = ω.

Proof. We use the technique of "movable markers". We shall
construct sets a and β, and partial recursive functions p(x) and
q(x), with the following properties:

(a) both a and β are infinite and cosimple, a is a subset of
the even numbers, and β is a subset of the odd numbers,

(b) both a and β are retraceable sets, and p and q are partial
recursive functions that retrace a and β respectively,

(c) the regressive isols [a] and [β] are both invariantly ir-
retraceable,

(d) the set a U β is not semirecursive; and
(e) if φ is any one-to-one partial recursive function, then

ψ{oi) n β is finite.
Let us assume that construction of sets a and β with these

properties can be carried out, and let A — [a] and B = [/S]. Then
A and J3 so defined will satisfy the requirements of the theorem.
From (a), (b), and (c), both A and B are cosimple and invariantly
T-retraceable isols. Combining (d), the fact that a and β are
separated sets, and [9, Theorem 3.2], we conclude that A + B is a
nonregressive isol. Lastly, combining (e) and Corollary 2, we obtain
Af]B = ω.

For the construction, we use two kinds of movable markers on
numbers: Λt for the construction of a and Σt for β. In addition,
to obtain the property given in statement (d), we use one kind of
tag on numbers, denoted by *. We let {φt} be an effective enumera-
tion of the collection of all partial recursive functions of one vari-
able, and we let {ψt} be ίan effective enumeration of the collection
of all partial recursive functions of two variables. For each number
8, φ\ will denote the portion of φi obtained at the end of the first
s stages of computation; ψ\ is similarly related to ψt.

Stage 0. Attach markers Λo to 0, Λ1 to 2, ΣQ to 1, and Σ1 to
3. Define p(2) = p(0) = 0 and q(β) = q(l) = 1.

Let s Ξ> 0 and assume the construction has been carried out up
to and including stage s. Let τ(s) be the number characterized by
the property that Ao, , ΛT{S) and ΣQ, , Σz{s) are the only markers
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that are presently attached to numbers. For each number j <̂  τ(s),
let a) and bs

ό denote the numbers that Λ3 and Σs are attached to,
respectively.

Stage s + 1. We proceed in the construction in four separate
Steps A, B, C and D. In Step A we arrange for the invariant T-
retraceability of both [a] and [/3]; in Step B, we work to insure
that φ(a) Π β is finite for each one-to-one partial recursive function
φ; and in Step C, we seek to make each recursive function ψ fail
in being a selector function for the set a U β. Step D is an auxi-
liary step introduced to tie together certain parts of Step C. We
will say that a number is free at a given point in the construction
if it is larger than every number which bears at that point a
marker or has borne a marker at any previous point in the const-
ruction.

Step A. Let 0 < j <; τ(s). Consider the values of al and b\,
and the functions φ\, for ί = 0, •••, j . Define Aa(j, e, f) to mean:
e, f ^ j , (Vfc <; j)[φs

e(as

k) is defined], φ\ is one-to-one, and (3fc <
j)[φs

fφl(al) is defined and has value ^ φl(cLj)]
Define Aβ(j, e, /) exactly as Aa(j, e, f) with the one exception

that within Jβ(j, e, f) each occurrence of the letter a is replaced
by the letter b.

If Ja(j, e, f) holds true, it implies the possible failure of a, as
thus far witnessed by its "approximate initial segment" al, •• ,αj,
to be invariantly T-retraceable. If Jβ(j, e, f) holds true, then there
is a similar meaning which follows, with respect to β and the
values of bs

0, •••, 6}. We consider separately two cases.

Case Al. For each number j with 0<i<^τ(s), and all numbers
e, f ^ j , neither Aa(j, e, f) nor Aβ(j, e9 f) is true. In this event,
proceed to Step B.

Case A2. There exist numbers j with 0<j<^τ(s) and numbers
e, f ^ j for which either Aa(j, e, f) is true or Aβ(j, e, f) is true.
Let j0 be the smallest such number. Detach Λt and Σt for each i
such that i 0 ^ i ^ τ(s). Detach * from any number m with jQ <;
m ^ τ(s) which happens to bear a *. Let 2r be the smallest even
free number. Attach Λjo to 2r, and attach 2V0 to 2r + 1. Define
ps

A = ((2r, αj^!)) and qs

A = «2r + 1, δjo_i», and then proceed to
Step B.

Step B. Let τΛ(s) be the number characterized by the property
that at the completion of Step A, Λt and Σt for i = 0, , τA(s), are
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the only attached markers. For each number j with 0 <; j <̂  τA(s),
let af and bf denote the numbers to which the markers Λ, and Σj9

are, respectively, now attached.
Let w be a number with 0 < w <. τΛ(s). Let \Z\(w, e, z) express

the statement: [e <£ w and 2 <£ τΛ(s) and <£>* is one-to-one and φl(ai)
is defined and φ*e(ai) = δf]. Then, if Π(w, β, «) holds, we want to
try to secure some changes in the eventual values of aw or bz, or
both, to deal with the possibility that φe is actually one-to-one. We
consider seperately two cases.

Case Bl. For no number w with 0 < w ^ τA(s) do there exist
numbers e and z with Π(w, β, *0 holding true. In this event, pro-
ceed to Step C.

Case B2. There exist numbers w, e, and z with 0 < w ^ τ4(s)
and with Π(w, β, «) holding true. Let (w0, eQ, z0) denote the least
such triple of numbers, relative to the lexicographic ordering of all
triples of numbers. We consider separately three subcases.

Subcase B2.1. w0 = z0 and w0 currently does not carry a * on
account of ai0. Detach all markers Λt with wQ ^ i ^ τΛ(s)9 and
detach all markers Σ5 with w0 < j ^ τA(s). Remove a * from all
numbers k with w0 < k <^ τA(s) that are carrying a *. Let 2r be
the smallest even free number. Attach ΛWo to 2r, and let p% —
«2r, ai0^)) and gi = 0 . Now proceed to Step C.

Subcase B2.2. .wQ = zQ and w0 currently carries a * on account
of aiQ. Detach all markers Λt with w0 < i ^ τ4(s) and detach all
markers Σά with wQ <, j <> τA(s). Remove any * that may be atta-
ched to a number k with w0 < k <J τ^(s). Let 2r + 1 be the smallest
odd free number. Attach ΣWQ to 2r + 1, and let p% = 0 , g?j =
«2r + 1, δ;!;^)). Now proceed to Step C.

Subcase B2.3. wQ Φ zQ. Set τ/0 = maximum (wQt zQ). Detach all
markers Λi and Σt with y0 ^ i ^ τ4(s). Remove the * from any
number k with y0 ^ k ^ τA(s) that may carry a *. Let 2r be the
smallest even free number. Attach ΛVo to 2r and J ^ to 2r + l. Set
pi = «2r, α^))-and gi - «2r + 1, 6^-r)). Then proceed to Step C.

Step C. There are two aims in this step. The first is to insure
that in the eventual determination of the sets a and β, the set
a U β is not semirecursive. This we do by arranging that each
ψiix, y) fail to be a selector function for a U β. The second aim is
to tie together the construction of values in the previous and pres-
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ent steps so that they may be continued further at the next stage;
and this we do here and in an auxiliary Step D.

Let τB(s) be the number characterized by the property that Λt

and Σf for 0 ^ ί ^ τB(s), are the only attached markers, at the con-
clusion of Step B. For each number i with 0 ^ i <* τB(s), let af
and bf be the respective numbers to which the markers Λt and Σt

are now attached.
Let j be a number with 0 < j <J τB{s), and let V 3- denote the

statement: [ψs

d(af, bf) is defined and ψ*(α}, &;)e(αf, 6?)]. The number
j may or may not bear a *. The significance of a * on j is that
it indicates the current impossibility of ψj(x, y) being a selector
function for a U β. Thus, we wish to "hang stars". The criteria
for application of a * to a number are introduced in this step. We
consider separately two cases.

Case Cl. There is a number j such that 0 < j <; τB(s), j does
not bear a *, and V 3- holds true. Let i0 be the smallest such
number j . Let 2r denote the smallest even free number.

Subcase Cl.l. ^ 0(αJ0, 6f0) = αf0. Detach all markers Λy and Σk

with jo ^ i ^ τB(s) and jQ <k <ί τB(s). Remove * from each number
i for which j0 ^ i ^ r5(s) and i currently bears a *. Attach Λio to
2r, and set p^ = «2r, αyo_!» and qs

0 = 0 . Tag i0 with a * on account
of 6y0. Proceed now to Step D.

Subcase C1.2. f}0(af0, b
B

0) = &f0. Detach all markers- J^ and 21*
with i 0 < 3 ^ ^ s( s) a n d io ^ fc ^ rβ(s). Remove * from each number
i such that jQ ^ i ^ τB(s) and i currently bears a *. Attach Σίo to
the number 2r + 1, and set pj = 0 and qs

σ — «2r + 1, 6fo__1». Tag
io with a * on account of αf0. Proceed now to Step D.

Case C2. Either no number j exists with 0 < j <; τB(s) and
with Vά holding true, or if such a number j does exist, then it
carries a *. In either of these events, we proceed as follows. Let 2u
be the smallest even free number. Attach ΛτB(s)+1 to 2u and attach
2> ( s ) + 1 to 2u + 1. Set p(x) = 7/ in case <a, ̂ /> 6plUpiU«2^, αf^(s)»,
and set g(#) = 2/ in case <», 2 / ) G ^ U ^ U ((2U + 1, ί>fβ(s)». Then
proceed to stage s + 2.

D. Let the number i 0 be defined as in Case Cl. Let 2u
be the smallest even free number. Attach ΛJQ+1 to 2u and attach
ΣJQ+1 to 2ti + 1. Set p(x) — y in case <x, 1/) 6 ps

A U 2?i U ps

0 or if OJ = 2u
and 7/ = the number to which Λ3-0 is currently attached. Set ?(») =
ί/ in case <#, ̂ > 6 qs

A U ̂  U ̂ J or if x = 2u + 1 and # = the number
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to which ΣJQ is currently attached. We now proceed to stage s + 2.

This completes our construction. We verify first the following
two facts:

I. Each of the functions p{x) and q(x), as defined by the con-
struction, is partial recursive; and

II. Each of the markers Λm and Σm, for m = 0, 1, 2, , even-
tually attains a permanently-held position on some particular number.

Re. I. Since numbers that enter into the domains of p and q
are free just prior to their entry, it follows that both p and q are
well-defined functions. Also, since the construction, as a whole, is
effective, it follows that each of the sets of ordered pairs {(x, p(x))}
and {<x, q(x))} is recursively enumerable. Hence both of the func-
tions p and q are partial recursive.

Re. II. It clearly follows from the construction that the
marker Λo is permanently attached to the number 0, and Σo is
permanently attached to the number 1.

Let us assume that n Ξ> 0 and that each of the markers Ai and
Σi9 for ί = 0, '",n, attains a permanent attachment to a corres-
ponding number. We wish to show that each of the markers Λn+1

and Σn+ί will also become permanently attached. Let s0 be a stage
such that each of the markers Λn and Σn is found in its permanent
position at the conclusion of stage s0. In view of the construction,
it follows that both markers Λn+ί and Σn+1 will be attached at the
end of every stage ί ^ s0 + 1. If these markers are never detached
during a stage t > s0 + 1 then they will be permanently attached
at the conclusion of stage s0 + 1, and the desired result follows.
Let us, therefore, assume there does occur some detachment of
Λn+ί or of Σn+ι during a stage t > s0 + 1. This can occur in only
three different ways, during each individual stage: either from an
application of Case A2 (with j0 — n + 1), or an application of Case
B2 (with w + le(w0, z0)), or an application of Case Cl (with jo=:nJr-
1). In addition, once a detachment of one of the markers Λn+1 or
Σn+ί is made during a particular stage t>sQ + l of the construction,
then, within that stage, the particular marker is immediately re-
attached to a new number.

Let us consider first the number of times one of the markers
Λn+1 or Σn+1 can be detached, in the course of the construction past
stage s0, via an application of Case A2. By the procedure defined
in Case A2, in particular, because of the one-to-one feature placed
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on the function φl, it follows that there can occur at most a finite
number of detachments of either Λn+1 or of Σn+1 by an application
of this case. Let tQ denote a number such that t0 ^ s0 + 2, and
neither Λn+1 nor Σn+1 moves because of an application of Case A2
during any stage u with u ^ t0.

Let us consider next the number of times that a detachment
of either of the markers Λn+1 or Σn+1 can occur at a stage u *> t0

through an application of Case Cl. Note that the procedure in
Step B serves to preserve the attachment of a * to n + 1, at stage
t0 and at each following stage, except in Subcase B2.3 when y0 =
w0 = n + 1. In view of this fact, and the procedure defined in
Case Cl, it is easy to check that (subsequent to stage tQ) each of
the markers Λn+ί and Σn+ι can be detached, by an application of
Case Cl, at most a finite number of times, provided they suffer at
most finitely many detachments via Subcase B2.3.

With respect to applications of Case B2, let us first, then, con-
sider the number of times either of Λn+Λ or Σn+1 could be detached
via an application of Subcase B2.3, in a stage u ^ t0. By the one-
to-one condition placed on φl throughout Case B2, we see that
there can occur at most finitely many such applications of Sub-
case B2.3. Let u0 be the smallest number u with the properties:
u ^ t0 + 1 and neither Λn+1 nor Σn+1 moves by an application of
either Subcase B2.3 or Case Cl at any stage subsequent to stage u.
Then movements of Λn+1 or Σn+1, in a stage t ^ u0 + 1, will occur
only within Subcase B2.1 or Subcase B2.2. We consider seperately
two possibilities, based on the * -bearing status of the number n + 1
at the conclusion of stage u0.

Case 1. The number n + 1 bears a * at the conclusion of stage
uQ. Then n + 1 will retain a * throughout all stages t ^ u0 + 1.
Hence, by the construction, either (a) all the movements being con-
sidered are movements of Λn+1 under Subcase B2.1, or else (b) all
of the movements are of Σ%+1 under Subcase B2.2. In either of
these events, because of the one-to-one condition placed on φl
throughout Case B2, it follows that there can be at most n + 2
movements of either of the markers Λn+1 or Σn+1.

Case 2. The number n + 1 does not bear a * at the conclusion
of stage u0. Since we are in a situation where Case Cl will hence-
forth no longer apply toward moving the markers Λn+1 and Σn+1, it
follows that throughout the construction beyond stage u0, the
number n + 1 will always be without a *. Based upon the con-
struction, this fact implies that all of the movements which we are
now considering are movements only of the marker A9+ί, and more-
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over, that each such movement can occur only by an application
of Case B2.1. It follows that the constraints placed upon the appli-
cation of Case B2.1 make possible at most n + 2 such detachments
of the marker Λn+1.

In view of these remarks it follows that each of the markers
Λn+1 and Σn+1 will achieve a permanent position of attachment after
a finite number of stages in the construction. Hence, by induction,
each of the markers Λ5 and Σjf for j = 0, 1, 2, ••-, attains a per-
manently-held position on some particular number.

DEFINITION. For each number n, we let an and bn be, respec-
tively, the terminal positions of the marker Λn and of Σn. In view
of the construction, it follows that an = limŝ TO a% and bn = limŝ 0O bs

n.
We also define: a — (α0, alf α2, •) and β — (60, b19 b2, •)•

It is easy to see, from the construction, that a is a subset of
the even numbers and β is a subset of the odd numbers. Hence a
and β are separated sets. To complete the proof, in view of our
earlier remarks, it suffices to verify the following properties:

III. cc and β are recursively enumerable sets,
IV. a U β is not semirecursive, and therefore a U β is not re-

gressive,
V. Each of the sets a and β is retraceable and immune, and

each of the isols [a] and [β] is invariantly T-retraceable, and
VI. φt(a)Πβ is a finite set, for every one-to-one partial recursive

function φt.

Re. III. Markers move, in the construction, only from previ-
ously-held positions up to free numbers. Therefore the set a can
be characterized in the following way:

a = (x\(3ri)(l8)(3u)(3w)[u < x < w and Λn is attached to u at the
end of stage s, and Λn+1 is attached to w at the end of stage s]).

A similar expression exists for β in terms of the markers Σt.
Hence both ά and β will be recursively enumerable sets.

Re. IV. Let us assume otherwise, and let ψn be a selector
function for a U β. Then, by definition, ψn(x, y) e (x, y) for all x
a n d y , a n d if xeaUβ o r yeaΌβ t h e n ψΛ(x,y)ea(Jβ. C o n s i d e r
the number n and the pair of numbers <α», bn). Assume we are at
the beginning of a stage s in the construction where Λn is already
permanently attached to an and Σn is already permanently attached
to bn. If the number n carries a *, then this * could only have
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been received by an application of Case Cl prior to stage s. From
the description of Case Cl, it then follows that either (By)[ψn(anf y) e
β] the odd numbers] or (3x)[ψn(x, bn) eά] the even numbers]. Hence,
in this case, ψn could not be a selector function for a U /3. If
the number n does not carry a *, then n will not carry a * at any
stage beyond stage s. (Since awarding it one would cause either
Λn or Σn to move.) It follows therefore, in view of Step C, that
Ψ*n(α»> K) & fan* K)f a n d hence, in this case also, ψn could not be a
selector function for a U β.

Combining these facts we may conclude that a U β is not semi-
recursive. Then, by our earlier remarks about semirecursive sets,
it also follows that a U β is not a regressive set.

Re. V. It follows directly from statement I and from the
definitions of the functions p and q and of the sets a and β that
the functions p and q are partial recursive and, respectively, retrace
the sets a and β. (Thus, note that p(αw+1) = αΛ and q(jbn+ι) = bn

follow from the construction.) So, a and β are both retraceable
sets. We know, from [7], that a retraceable set is either recursive
or immune. If either a or β is recursive, it would follow at once
that a U β is semirecursive. By statement IV, therefore, both a
and β are immune sets. We prove next that the isols [a] and [β]
are each invariantly T-retraceable; and we shall do this only for
[a], since a similar proof can be given for [β]. Let φe be any one-
to-one partial recursive function such that aζ=δφe. We wish to
verify that <pe(a) is a T-retraceable set. First note that φe(an) is a
regressive function, since it is recursively equivalent to the retrace-
able function an. Let us consider any partial recursive function
φf. Let j — maximum (e, / ) . It follows from the construction
that Step A is applied as often as is needed in order to obtain the
property: (Vk)[(k > j and φe(ak) eδφf)=*φf(φe(ak))< φe(ak+ι)]. Thus
if φe(a) is a retraceable set, then it is a T-retraceable set. To see
that φ£a) is actually a retraceable set, first note that φe(an) is an
eventually increasing function; for we may choose, in the previous
discussion, the function <pf to be the identity function. Since φe(an)
is a regressive function, this fact gives the retraceability of the
function φe(an), and, therefore, of the set φe(a).

Re. VI. We wish to verify that if φt is any one-to-one partial
recursive function then φt(a) ΓΊ β is a finite set. But, Step B of
the construction is so designed that the only elements of a that
φt can map into β are among the values α0, •••,&*. Hence φt(ct)f)β
has cardinality <̂  t + 1, and therefore is a finite set. This verifies
statement VI, and completes the proof of the theorem.
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4* Concluding remarks* (1) The results of §§ 2-3 leave open
the question whether there is an isol theoretic characterization of
the regressive intersection property A Π B Q ΛB (where ΛR is the
set of regressive isols). Some of the intersection and separation
properties considered in § 2 of this paper are further studied in
[12], yet no such characterization is yet at hand.

(2) One way of proving Lemma 1 is to note that if φe is a
one-to-one partial recursive function, τ a T-retraceable set, and λ =
(x eτ\φe(x) is defined and φe(x)eτ), then φe restricted to λ is the
identity function except on a finite set. This observation suggests
the possibility of proving Theorem 4 without an ad hoc construc-
tion, by choosing suitable disjoint subsets a and β of a suitable
Γ-retraceable set, with a and β being representable as differences
of r.e. sets. This approach, however, cannot be applied to prove
Theorem 4 in view of the footnote on p. 574 of [11].

(3) Let us assume that A and B are infinite regressive isols,
and A + B is also regressive. Let YeApiB. From Theorem 1 it
follows that Y ^ A + B. It is natural to feel that perhaps in this
case one also has either Y <; A or Y ^ B. This feature need not
hold, and we simply state, without proof, the following result which
implies this fact.

THEOREM. There exist cosimple, invariantly T-retraceable isols
A and B with the following two properties: (1) A + B is regressive,
and (2) there is an isol Ye A Γ\ B such that neither Y tί A nor
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